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NASHVILLE, TN – The Cartwright Concealed Carry Coat by American Rebel is featured in the third installment of a  
five-part series in the NRA Publication America’s 1 st Freedom on how to pick the right handgun to carry for defensive  
purposes. Author Frank Jardim details his choice of the Smith &amp; Wesson .38 Special Model 10 K-Frame 4-inch revolver 
as one of his top four choices when he arms himself. A K-Frame Revolver offers good protection when clothing, weather and 
venue permit the carrying of a larger handgun. In the colder months when he’s working outside, Frank carries this revolver 
completely concealed in the built-in pocket of his American Rebel brand Cartwright work coat. “It looks and wears like a 
heavy-canvas, high-quality Carhartt coat,” Frank says, “but the flannel lining has a Velcro® and snap secured gun pocket on 
each side that blends in to the point that I can work with the coat unzipped and nobody would ever guess I have a full-size 
handgun on me. Despite the deep concealment, the gun is quite quick to deploy if using both hands. Drawing with one hand 
is a naturally slower two-step process, first pulling open the pocket and then grabbing the gun grip.”

You can read the entire third installment of the five-part series here:
https://www.americas1stfreedom.org/articles/2018/8/14/a-k-frame-revolver-offers-good-protection/

About American Rebel

American Rebel (OTCQB: AREB) was founded by Charles A. “Andy” Ross as America’s Patriotic Brand. Andy has  
previously founded Digital Ally, Inc. (Nasdaq: DGLY) and Ross Archery. American Rebel’s initial product offering is its 
line of concealed carry products, which were launched at the 2017 NRA Annual Meeting. “There’s a growing need to know 
how to protect yourself, your family, your neighbors or even a room full of total strangers,” says American Rebel’s CEO 
Andy Ross. “That need is in the forethought of every product we design.” For more information on American Rebel, go to  
www.AmericanRebel.com.

American Rebel’s Forward-Looking Safe Harbor

Statements under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, as amended: with the exception of the historical  
information contained in this release, the matters described herein contain forward-looking statements that involve risks and  
uncertainties that may individually or mutually impact the matters herein described for a variety of reasons that are  
outside the control of the Company, including, but not limited to, projected revenues from the sales of its products through 
its other on-line channels, estimated market for its products, and statements about achieving its other development, growth,  
commercialization, financial and staffing objectives. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward- 
looking statements as actual results could differ materially from the forward-looking statements contained herein. Readers 
are urged to read the risk factors set forth in the Company’s most recent filing on Form S-1, annual report on Form 10-K, 
subsequent quarterly reports filed on Form 10-Q and other filings made with the SEC. Copies of these reports are available 
from the SEC’s website or without charge from the Company.
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